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Porsha Jackson is not your typical feisty, reckless, spoiled-rotten seventeen year old. She is all that
plus more! Raised in the Trap by conniving, money-hungry, and married-to-the-streets-parents, she
was groomed to hold her own and was doing just that. Within her hood of Detroit, Porsha was the lil'
Princess to her ride-or-die-for-each-other parents. She is a lucrative part of her family's business â€“
helping her mother and father hustle, sell dope, and raise her little brother Benzie. She was also her
father's mentee, when it came to getting schooled about what was real about life. From going on
drive by shoot-outs with her parents, to serving up bags of drugs herself, it's nothing for her to buck
and fight, even gaining her own reputation in the hood. Everyone knows her as Calvin and Trinity's
daughter. When Porsha feels mature enough to seek out and creep around with one of her father's
main workers, Elvin 'Street' Thomas, she's learns a tough lesson about love and loyalty that even
her father couldn't have prepared her for. No one in the Jackson family could have prepared for
what hit them.
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I really enjoyed this book besides a few editing issues that didn't take away from the story it was a

great read. I loved Cal n Trinity's bond they were definitely down for their family, I feel that Cal
messed up by stepping on the scene and that part has left me with some questions, Trinity is
definitely a fire cracker but she kept it 100 at all times and played no games when it came to her
family n their money. Porsha is a mini me of her mother and having her family broken apart I have a
feeling she is about to let loose on everybody and I hope Street is the first one to get it with his s***y
ass, I can't wait to see how this story unfolds cause I got a feeling Street set Cal up so he can be
the King or so he thinks, definitely waiting on pt2

This book was a fabulous read.That Trinity had a mouth on her. I loved how her and Calvin had mad
love for each other,their kids, and family! Calvin kept it real about life with Porscha and I'm hoping
this will bring her to the top.That damn Street has a day coming with his snake ass, and I'm hoping
Porscha is the one to give him that day. Where's Fame, and is he gonna step up since Calvin isn't
available? There are some minor editing errors which does not take away from the book. This is my
first time reading anything written by the author and she signed,sealed,and delivered with this book.
I need part 2 ASAP PLEASE!!! Awesome job TC Littles!!!!

Where do I begin, Trinity was a hot damn mess but kept sh@t all the real and didn't sugar coat
sh@t she may have been ratchet but she stayed down for whatever and was a ride or die for her
man. Porsche was just as her mama but wasn't dumb at all she definitely tell the real from the fake
and I can't wait to see what happens next!

This wasa am awesome read...I sooo can't wait to read part 2!! What will become of Porsha and
Benzi?? Will Calvin and Trinity's empire crumble?? What happen with Fame...Did he get caught up
too?? Inquiring minds can't wait to find out!! Great Job T.C. Little...Keep up the good work!!!!

this lady is such an amazing author she makes the characters in a book just make you feel like you
can connect with them she also made this book just amazing it was awesome read the character of
Porsha was a bitch, the mother she carried deep dark depression secret within her soul and the dad
was a gangster at it's finest I loved the flow of this story I love the way that this book had just oh
goodness about it I would definitely recommend this read to anyone who loves reading kudos on
this amazing bookbook.

Great read, patiently waiting on part 2. I like Calvin but trinity got on my nerves. Porsche want to be

grown so bad, but when she get out that group home she's going to be a force to be reckon with.

Damn that was good I hope ol girl get out and wreck shop on everybody that fronted on the family
especially that no good ass peice of dick booking I can't wait for part 2 I live for this type of reading
lol

This book was a good read. I wish it was a standalone because when it got great the to be
continued popped up. This young lady will now discover what real life is and how to survive. Since
Drug king dad and Queen drug mommy are not around now. She has one hell of a mouth that's for
sure
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